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Introduction:
Choosing between different stock trading strategies can be a difficult decision. When you
investigate fundamentals, technicals, and cash flow, many stocks do not stack up. You hear the
news chatter trumping them up, even when their income levels do not look good. However,
their share prices continue to rise. Where are they getting their momentum? Is there a
measuring stick, an indicator, or a sign of expectations that you should be using?
Glen’s Daily Momentum Stock Selector Library is just what you need to see through all of the
noise and pick the right stocks at the right time. With its advanced momentum tool set, you
can be sure that you have made or will make the correct decisions.

Benefits:
Stock Traders: This library plug‐in is one of the premier tools for picking and analyzing stocks
and stock trading available today. It also contains a very useful screening tool that looks at
many factors, and provides a list of stocks that meet certain criteria.
Commodity Traders: Momentum has been used for years as an important analytical tool in
futures trading, and continues to be a critical tool for many commodity traders.
Forex Traders: Momentum traders may hold their positions for a few minutes, or even the
entire length of the trading day. This momentum based library can be used very effectively in
the Forex markets.
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Included in this Library:
Templates






Institutional Traders Oscillator
Position Trader Oscillator
Day Traders Oscillator
Block Trader Template
Position Trader Oscillator

Filters



Glen's Momentum Optionable Daily Long Stock Selector
Glen's Momentum Optionable Daily Short Stock Selector

Functions






Institutional Traders Oscillator
Position Traders Oscillator
Day Traders Oscillator
High Volume Ratio
Volume Ratio

Glen’s Oscillator Combo Template
Glen’s oscillators
allow you to see the
buying and selling
pressure of traders
with different
trading goals and
perspectives.
Divergence can be
associated with
possible direction
change giving
advanced notice of price reversal.
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Block Trader Template
These Block Trading
concepts mix the
number of ticks
(number of trades)
with the volume of
contracts to decide
what the insiders
might be trading.

Day Trader’s Oscillator (indicator)
The Day Trader’s
Oscillator indicates
the buying and
selling pressure by
short term traders.
It may be used to
confirm the
conviction of
market moves.
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Institutional Trader’s Oscillator (indicator)
Today’s money
managers trade
quickly and in large
volume. To help
cope with modern,
active, volatile
investment policies,
Glen has created
the institutional
trader’s oscillator.

Position Trader’s Oscillator (indicator)
Long term traders
profit from moves
in the primary
trend, rather than
the short‐term
fluctuations that
occur from day to
day. This oscillator
helps define trend
reversals.

High Volume Ratio (indicator) & Volume Ratio (indicator)
This feature
compares current
volume ratio
(volume versus tick
volume) to a moving average of the volume ratio of the previous session to determine spikes of
interest in a particular equity.
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Glen’s Momentum Optionable Daily Long Stock Selector
This stock filter looks for
option‐able stocks with up
momentum from the
previous day and large
market capitalization.
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Glen’s Momentum Optionable Daily Short Stock Selector
This stock filter looks for
option‐able stocks with
down momentum from the
previous day and large
market capitalization.
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